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At the forefront of shipbuilding engineering

What is FORAN? FORAN is a CAD/CAM system that is most suitable for the design and production of all kind
of ship or marine unit in the market

FORAN's system has been in the market for
the past 60 years as a reference system for
the CAD design ship around the world.

Reference in the market, built by the marine
architect of Marine Architects.

Sener is a company that has developed a
family-owned Origin system from FORAN
privated and will always do.

Born in the 1950s and at home, the state has
developed technical techniques for
shipbuilding.
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The FORAN Project

We own one of the most powerfull tools for the
access and control management and we are
compatible with the PLM suppliers leaders in
the world.

All this, rounded off with our flexible and open
licence policy that makes of us the best option
presently.

Concept Design

Contract Design

Basic Design

Detail Design

Fabrication & Assembly

Lyfe-cycle Repairs & Conversion

Pioneers being Oracle based, FORAN System
ensures the total integration between Design
Disciplines and Design Stages covering all phases
of the Shipbuilding design project and
production.

Our on-line design against a single Data Base
with a 100% of the sincronization of tasks makes
of FORAN the best Shipbuilding oriented CAD
system in the market.

FORAN System do not work with external files.
All information is store in a single place: The
Oracle DataBase
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One of the most relevant initial design tasks in
Shipbuilding is the Ship General Arrangement.

At this stage, most of the cost of the project is
compromised.

The CAD should be able to manage many
alternatives in short times.

FORAN system owns one of the best tools for
initial and basic design being flexible at this
stage and providing the tools for sharing
information with other calculation and analysis
tools: The FGA Module

Our geometry approach for forms definition with
topology technology allows the user to define
fast and easily the hull forms and the definition
of spaces based on main surfaces.

The FORAN Initial/Basic Design tool

Hydrostatics calculations, load conditions
definition, Stability criteria evaluation are some
of the powerfull tools manage by FORAN for the
early design process.
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The FORAN Hull Design tool

With its unique & friendly user interface FORAN
FHULL permits a fast definition of the hull
structure, including shell and deck plating and
profile parts and internal structure.

The underlying topology allows the easy and fast
reuse of the information of a component found
in multiple locations.

Once the product model is defined, all the
necessary information for hull fabrication, pre-
assembling, mounting, material management,
planning and quality control can be immediately
and easily obtained, including the automatic
nesting of plates and profile parts.

Calculation of weight and centers of gravity,
painting areas and complete welding
information of any set of parts or assembly units
can be obtained easily and quickly.

The material control facility tracks the stock and
scrap material.
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The FORAN Outfitting Design tool

Our tools for clash detection and on-line
definition and execution of penetrations makes
the FORAN a unique tool for shipbuilding.

With the most user friendly environment, a full
Product model is generated by the easiness of
the modelling and modification tools, where all
disciplines in machinery and outfitting are
clubbed together for a reduction of design
hours and cost saving.

The Outfitting & Machinery environment on
FORAN V70 FPIPE permits the user to handle the
tasks for Piping, HVAC, Cable trays, supports and
Auxiliary Structures. Also the definition and
generation of automatic Isometrics drawing is
quick and easy.

Based on a single DataBase, FORAN outfitting
works in a full scene where all entities from
previous stages play a role for the on-going
project.

Based in P&I diagrams, our fully integration of
the Data Base allows the user to use the 2D
diagrams as a base for the 3D product model that
is modelled easily and fast.
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The FORAN Electrical Design tool

Cables are controlled in it lenghts, conections
(EMC), transits and maturity, being routed in
trays, conduits, special sections, Air or even
representing the single core of cable.

Needless to say that all this information is fully
integrated with the rest of Disciplines of FORAN
system.

With FORAN we are proud to say that we have
the most powerful tool for the Electrical project
design in all Shipbuilding market: The FCABLE
module.

Our limitless tool allows the user to design and
model every single item and detail considering
all cablelling, its weight and filling rules inside a
tray, warning of any misalignment in the project

Based on a single line diagram, FCABLE ensures
the integration between first stages and detail
modelling even notifying the engineer of any
modification on equipment position considering
the cables routed and connected.
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The FORAN Drafting tool

Due to the topological nature of the 3D model, a
drawing can be regenerated after changes in the
3D. Labels and dimensioning are automatically
updated.

The drawings are generated directly from the 3D
product model at FDESIGN module.

The 2D entities that represent the product model
elements are linked to the 3D elements and are
always updated with the latest version of the
product model.

Labels, dimensions, details, ship references… are
also linked to the product model elements.

FDESIGN is also a solid & powerful modeler that
allows creating solids and surfaces using a set of
powerful tools.

These characteristics make of FDESIGN an ideal
tool for any type of design in which the finished
object must be a complete, manifold solid, yet in
the early phases you find it more convenient to
work on incomplete parts.
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Controlling access & tasks: The Key of Management

Being the most used CAD in Naval shipyards,
make us delveloping a complete tool for
controlling the infomation stored as well as make
easier the management, review and sister ships
design and control.

Controlling the acces and read of information in a Data Base is a key factor in big shipyards/Design offices that often share
their information in terms of distributed engineering.

Our in built tool allows to create a hieralquical
structural based on managers and specialist that
will control and design the designed areas always
under the control of the key people who is able
to restrict the access and modification of the
information.

The maturity of the project will be absolutely
controlled registering the stages and
modifications of all entities in Database.
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The FORAN PLM Solution

FORAN System is fully integrated with Windchill
from PTC or Teamcenter from Siemens, leaders
on PLM solutions.

All entities from FORAN product model are able
to be published and controlled by PLM
functionalities that are fully integrated in the
classic FORAN modules. With few clicks the user
can update the product structure or
Documentation into the PLM and just the
opposite, changes and insertion of new
information can be introduce from the PLM by
accessing the FORAN Database: FORAN and PLM
work bidirectionaly

FORAN System is connected with the world-
leading providers of product lifecycle
management (PLM) software making big
companies even greater by optimizing the
lifecycle processes, from planning design and
development through manufacturing and
support.

Nowadays a PLM solution is the key to support
the critical decisions that go into big projects.
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The FORAN FEM option

At earlier design stages, when the benefit of
optimization is the most significant in terms of
weight an life cycle cost, the easy creation of an
optimized model is a key factor.

FORAN system provides a simplified geometry
of the product model with the optimization of
the geometry converting solids into surfaces to
standard formats, differentiating collars, endcuts
or ratholes by the functionality “Export FEM” of
FORAN modules.

Thanks to FORAN topological relations,
unnecessary information can be automatically
excluded from the model and parts geometry
simplified with a considerable time saving.

As a result this files can be easily handled in
meshers and used in FEM analysis resolving the
problem of generating more than one model for
a same project.
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The FORAN VR Tool

FORAN FVIEWER tool provides the user with a
complete tool for design review of the 3D model
in all design stages checking progress of the
project.

At Planning, operation and production stages
FORAN FVIEWER Allows the study of critical
assembly tasks by simulations, checking
dismantling spaces for maintenance, creating
paths, measuring distances and checking
properties of the elements in scene and
controlling interferences.

The Virtual world created by computers provide to the user an immersive experience and interaction with objects.
In engineering, the benefits are several: Planning, operation and production, maketing and commercial use, management, review by shipowners, army
crew trainings…

FVIEWER can work stand alone, no FORAN installation is needed to improve 

the exchange of information between design office and ship-owners/management.

A complete and successful review of the progress
is performed having as a result the elimination of
further unnecessary costs and prevent errors.

Commitments made to the clients are fulfilled by
giving a clear idea about progress and the
changes that can affect further requirements by
terms of schedules and costs.

Presentation to ship-owners never was so
realistic and intuitive.
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What makes us special and unique?

FORAN is a Shipbuilding oriented CAD made by Naval Architects for Naval Architects.
Since the 50’s FORAN has been developed by the same company. We provide stability to the
sector. SENER will not sell FORAN to third companies.

Continuous development of the system based on Users requirements. They know how to do
it.

We provide 24/7 supports to the engineers designing with FORAN Worldwide. A group of
Naval Architects is always ready to solve your doubts or requirements.

We are the nº1 on Naval Shipbuilding, high demanding sector on functionalities and security.

Proven by the market building all types of vessels: Naval, merchant, offshore and others.

FORAN is easy to learn, use, implement & operate. Full complete training takes a maximum
of three weeks for start producing.
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Why is FORAN the right tool?

100% integrity of disciplines: 1 Single Database for the complete project. Exhaustive & 
Integrated environments.

Powerful early design tool, one of the most compromised stages in cost.

Same environment for all disciplines what makes easier to learn, design & work with FORAN.

We cover ALL stages of Ship Design, seamless continuity: Basic to Detail and Production

FORAN do not work with external files. Time saving on Design task. This is a real on-line 
design between engineers

Based on Oracle. Easy & Open.

Fast Creation of 3D model based on 2D. Reduce man hours, reduce the errors and improve 
production by automatic outputs

Proven collaborative Engineering. Aks to our major big costumers!

Easy Exchange of data. FORAN export and Import using standard formats 
(.iges/step/xml/dwg/dxf…) FORAN reuse the 100% of its legacy data and a big percentage 
from external software
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Features like:

- Definition of spaces in 3D at early design,

That’s FORAN: state of the art for Shipbuilding 
design and production.

- automatic nesting… 

- auto regeneration of 2D drawings from the model,

- automatic spools and Isometric drawings,  

- electrical load analysis, 

- calculation and cable sizing, 

- automatic drawings for build strategy,

- automatic exchange of information for penetrations definition, 

- solid routing by dragging of distributors, 

- on-line detection of clashes, 

- topology of hull forms and structure 3D model, 
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